
MINUTES OF REDWICK VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE MEETING 

HELD AT REDWICK VILLAGE HALL ON 21 JANUARY 2020 

Present:  Sandra Bogue, Dave Bourne (DB) Chair, Mair Duthie (MD), 

Kath James (KJ), Bonner Jones (BJ), Ann Price (AP) and Sharon Waters 

(SW). 

Apologies:  Margaret Kinlay. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read, confirmed as correct and 

signed.  

Matters Arising :We are waiting for R&D to start work on the boule piste, 

fencing alongside the pub with a gate and fencing the space where the 

telephone box used to be. 

  Glass safety stickers have been purchased and will be put on foyer 

window. DB 

DB  has approached RCC for funding to purchase benches for outside the 

hall and a defibrillator box. Awaiting approval by RCC 

A Sensor will be fitted in the hall lobby which will enable the two outside 

street lights to come on when the hall is being used. BJ   

Balance at Bank:£17,815.60p 

Any Other Business: The committee discussed a clarification request 

from Angela Marshall and Phil Charret: 

Would boule games be possible if hall in use?  When the Hall is hired out 

this hire includes car park and grassed areas, therefore under normal 

circumstances boule play would not be possible. 

Will existing boule area be incorporated into car park?  Yes, as this will 

not only increase size of car park but also act as a car-positioning guide. 

Will boule surface be stone dust?  The surface will be a mixture of gravel 

and stone dust with a large rake available. The present surface is suitable 

for Italian boule or bocce but not ideal for the more acceptable French 

surface. 

In order to help with availability we will supply  Angela and Phil with a 

weekly hall activities listing, this will not include weekend events but a 

phone call to Sharon (booking secretary) will give forthcoming hall use 

information.  

The committee discussed a request from Mr.C.Rogers (new house) for a 

letter in support of filling in joint ditch.  After a discussion it was felt if 

we were to comply this could possibly cause the Hall to be adversely 

involved in the future. 

The committee also discussed boundary fence position, this to be put on 

hold for the time being. 

D.B. to inform Mr Rogers. 

Phil Bogue will be asked to replace a pane of glass in the large foyer 

window.        DB 

Date of the next meeting: to be decided. 


